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Check out  Food Engineering’s

upcoming webinars and an

archive of previous webinars.

Food Engineering's
webinars tackle
industry topics

This month: We speak with Mary

Emma Young, senior director of

communications and strategic

planning at The Pet Food

Institute (PFI) about the use of

“ugly” and upcycled ingredients

in pet food formulations, and

how utilizing those ingredients

can help �ght food waste.

The Food
Engineering
Podcast Series

Molson Coors subsidiary

brewery, Apatinska Pivara Apatin

—located in Serbia—was having

difficulty in meeting demand for

its glass bottle lines, but also

saw demand for its brews in

cans. Fortunately, the brewery

had already been working with

KHS. The partnership between

the brewery and KHS gave

Apatin a head start in the

modernization process.

Bringing Apatin
Brewery up to
date and speed
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CALENDAR

Put it on the

Charlotte Convention Center, Charlotte, NC;

SNAC International, 703-836-4500 ext. 206

https://www.snaxpo.com/

Snaxpo22

March 18-20Jan. 30-Feb. 1

Rosemont Convention Center, Chicago; Private

Label Manufacturers Association, 212-972-3131

https://www.plma.com/events/plmas-

annual-private-label-trade-show

PLMA Private Label Trade Show

January 25-27

https://www.ippexpo.org/

Georgia World Conference Center, Atlanta;

U.S. Poultry & Egg Association; 678-514-1975

International Production and

Processing Expo (IPPE)

Event details are changing because of COVID-19. This information was current at the time of publication.

Photos courtesy of (from L to R): IPPE, PLMA, Snaxpo22

Georgia World Congress Center,

Atlanta; MHI, 704-676-1190

https://www.modexshow.com/

28-31: Modex

Philadelphia Convention Center,

Philadelphia, PA; PMMI, 571-612-3185

https://www.packexpoeast.com/

21-23: Pack Expo East

Boston Convention and Exhibition

Center, Boston, MA,; Diversi�ed

Communications, 800-803-5804

https://www.seafoodexpo.com/north

-america/

13-15: Seafood Expo

Anaheim Convention Center,

Anaheim, CA; Informa Markets,

866-458-4935

https://www.expowest.com/

8-12: Natural Products

Expo West

March 2022

Ritz-Carlton Resort, Amelia Island,

FL; RFA, 678-426-8175

https://www.refrigeratedfoods.org

/rfa-conference-registration

20-23: Refrigerated Foods

Association (RFA) 41st Annual

Conference & Exhibition

Sacramento Convention Center,

Sacramento, CA; California Food

Producers, 916-640-8150

https://www.foodprocessingexpo.or

g/index.cfm

15-16: Food Processing

Expo 2022

February 2022

Midwest Conference Center,

Northlake, IL.; Beverage Trade

Network, 855-481-1112

https://cannabisediblesexpo.com

16: Cannabis Edibles

Expo Chicago

South San Francisco Conference

Center, South San Francisco;

Beverage Trade Network, 855-481-

11120

https://cannabisediblesexpo.com

12: Cannabis Edibles Expo

San Francisco

November 2021
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A Continuing Story

MICHAEL COSTA  I  Editor-in-Chief

Hello! I’m Michael Costa, the new editor-in-chief at Food Engineering. I’m thrilled to take over the reins of this

storied brand (now in our 95th year) and hopefully meet you at upcoming tradeshows, events, plant tours and more,

so I can get a �rst-hand look at how you and your company contribute to this thriving, multi-faceted and ever-

evolving industry.

My background is in food and beverage, but down the supply chain in foodservice, where I worked in a commercial

kitchen, and was the editor of a B2B magazine aimed at those working in the volume foodservice industry. For the

past two years, I was the editor-in-chief of Food Engineering’s sister publication, Refrigerated & Frozen Foods—

which, if you’re a subscriber to Food Engineering, you also receive R&FF.

At R&FF, the focus is on cold foods production and the supply chain that stores and delivers those temperature-

controlled goods to their destinations. Food Engineering is another step deeper into the processing and

manufacturing of all foods (not just cold ones) and in this issue, we’ll take a closer look at one of the fastest-growing

segments in the food industry: pet food.

Our cover story goes inside the new Petsource by Scoular plant in Nebraska, where state-of-the-art processing

equipment—including freeze-dry chambers for ingredients—help the company meet speci�c formula demands from

customers.

Speaking of pet food ingredients, we also check in with industry experts about how the use of upcycled and “ugly”

(i.e., aesthetically blemished) produce and animal organs can help �ght food waste by incorporating those items into

pet food formulas.

As usual, there’s a lot more in this issue of Food Engineering beyond pet food processing to help your operations

stay ahead in these challenging times. If there’s a speci�c topic you’d like us to explore further for a future issue or

podcast, feel free to reach out to me at costam@bnpmedia.com.
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INFORMATION VISIT
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Brands are migrating to cardboard or using new plastics that

decompose naturally

Back to paper bags and cups:
Old is new again

Photo courtesy of Getty Images / RecycleManFrom paper to plastic and back ag ain, brands are ready to make the move. 

In the 1960s no matter the retail store, the most-often used methods of bringing goods home were paper/Kraft

bags, cardboard boxes or hand-carry—no plastic bags until the 1980s in most developed countries. Ever since, plastic

refuse has been showing up on city streets and sidewalks, suburban lawns and drives, along highways and in the

oceans—and plastic molecules are found in aquatic life, animals and humans.

But now, old is new again—at least somewhat. Today, fortunately, there is a move away from single-use plastic bags

and packaging to paper and �ber-board solutions—and major retailers and dairy products producers like Chobani

see the damage plastic has done to our environment and are migrating to either cardboard or using new plastics

that will decompose naturally in the environment.

RETAILERS INITIATE CHANGES TO PLASTIC BAGS

Last year, the Consortium to Reinvent the Retail Bag was founded under the sponsorship of Closed Loop Partners.

Initial founding members included CVS Health, Target and Walmart, committing $15 million collectively to �nd

alternative solutions to the plastic retail bag. Today, additional partner retailers signed on to the Consortium include

DICK’S Sporting Goods, Dollar General, The Kroger Co., The T JX Companies, Inc., Ulta Beauty, Ahold Delhaize USA

Brands, Albertsons Companies, Hy-Vee, Meijer, Wakefern Food Corp. and Walgreens.

Recently, the Consortium reached a signi�cant milestone a

year after its founding: the launch of a series of tests and

�rst-of-a-kind, multi-retailer pilots to advance sustainable

alternatives to the single-use plastic bag and accelerate

their potential to scale. The pilots will help re�ne winning

solutions from the Consortium’s global Beyond the Bag

innovation challenge, evaluating multiple factors, from

technical feasibility to desirability.

In addition to the in-store pilots, other winning solutions

from the Beyond the Bag Challenge will be piloted and

tested in di�erent contexts. For example, Returnity

(reusable shipping and delivery packaging systems) and

Eon (system that facilitates data exchange across the

circular economy) will pilot through Walmart delivery in

select markets. This pilot will test a di�erent part of the

retail system, knowing that people shop in various ways—

ranging from at home to in store.
Chobani innovates away from plastic with paper cup. Photo

courtesy of Chobani

“At Walmart, we believe climate change requires bold collective action. Minimizing plastic waste, in particular,

depends on collaboration and cooperation across the retail industry,” says Jane Ewing, senior vice president of

sustainability at Walmart. “These pilots represent a unique and exciting industry-wide commitment towards a more

sustainable future, and we are excited to work with the Consortium to Reinvent the Retail Bag and to be a catalyst

for meaningful change.”

Other Consortium Challenge winners, Domtar, PlasticFri and Sway—companies developing innovative, alternative

materials to single-use plastic—will undergo rigorous material performance and recovery testing to optimize their

designs to meet the needs of retailers and customers, and match the speci�cations of recycling and composting

facilit ies.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE PROCESSORS WORKING ON SOLUTIONS, TOO

Food and beverage processors have been dealing with trying to reduce the use of plastic in their products. Of

course, the aluminum can is highly recyclable and valuable because it ’s already in the form to be easily melted and

reused, requiring less energy than to smelt ore. Then there is the “wood bottle,” recently covered in Food

Engineering.

According to Transparency Market Research, the paper bottles market is expected to be valued at $93 million by

2029, due to a surge in demand for sustainable packaging solutions. Besides Pulpex noted in the above link, other

suppliers include Paper Water Bottle, Frugalpac, Pulp Packaging International and Choose Packaging to name a few.

In something reminiscent of the old Dixie cup ice cream containers, Chobani is launching a new paper cup for some

of its yogurt products. Chobani’s new product innovations—oatmilk, cold brew co�ee and co�ee creamers—already

come in paper-based packaging that is recyclable. After two years of development, Chobani will move its oat yogurt

into a paper-based cup, but that won’t be the end. The company will continue exploring more sustainable packaging

across its portfolio, which means less plastic and more paper.“We all have a role to play in protecting our planet.” 
— Hamdi Ulukaya, founder and CEO, Chobani

Chobani’s paper cup is 80% paperboard, made from

responsibly sourced and renewable material. The cup has

a thin plastic lining to maintain the quality of the product.

“While this paper cup is a step in the right direction, it ’s

just the beginning,” says Chobani Founder and CEO Hamdi

Ulukaya.

“We all have a role to play in protecting our planet,” adds

Ulukaya. “People have been asking for a paper cup, and we

welcome this challenge to start reducing our plastic use,

and to spark a conversation about how we can drive

change together.”
Rendering s of  KFC’s home compostable packag ing  (CNW

Group/KFC Canada). Photo courtesy of KFC Canada

The cup will be made of recyclable materials, but Chobani is realistic about the complexities of the recycling system

in the U.S., which is fragmented across more than 10,000 municipal-run recycling centers—each with its unique

rules.* Chobani will continue to work with partners, including the Sustainable Packaging Association and

policymakers to advocate for improvements that expand the recycling infrastructure in the U.S.

NOT JUST CHOBANI

Before plastic, wax-coated paper/paperboard tubs were common for cottage cheese and yogurt products. T illamook

County Creamery Association (TCCA) has announced some ambitions goals in reducing the amount of plastic used

and �nding alternative recycling alternatives. TCCA intends to achieve the following goals:

• Avoid additional and unnecessary packaging while prioritizing the uncompromising quality of its products and the

reduction of food waste

• Commit 100% of its packaging solutions to being recyclable, reusable, or compostable by 2030

• Increase recycled content to 20% (on average) in its plastic packaging by 2025 and eliminate use of all virgin plastic

by 2035

• Source all virgin paper packaging from Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)-certi�ed materials and use 50% or more

recycled �ber by 2025

• Educate consumers on actionable ways to reduce food waste and properly dispose, recycle, or re-use T illamook

packages

TCCA evaluates its packaging by conducting thorough, science-based lifecycle assessments (LCAs) and has already

completed LCAs for its cheese, yogurt, and ice cream packaging. As part of the LCAs, TCCA measures multiple

packaging aspects, such as the greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental impacts associated with material

sourcing, transportation, production, and the �nal destination of T illamook packaging.

Chobani and TCCA aren’t the only processors looking at plastic alternatives. Dole’s products rely on high-quality

packaging, and therefore, require innovative solutions that work to protect the planet. Dole aims to begin removing

fossil-fuel-based plastic from its pouches and Fruit Bowls packaging with sustainable alternatives such as paper or

pulp-based, and polylactic acid (PLA)-based stickers for fresh fruits in 2022. And in South Korea, Dole introduced

paper-based straps for its bananas, a move bringing the company closer to its goal of zero fossil-fuel based plastic

packaging.

A NEW TWIST ON RECYCLING IN CANADA

If a local recycling center doesn’t accept baby food containers, Canadian parents have options. Gerber has partnered

with TerraCycle to make it easy for parents to recycle their baby food packaging. Parents sign up on TerraCycle’s

Gerber Recycling Program web page, and get free (shipping charges paid) pickup of their waste packaging that isn’t

recyclable through their normal municipality pickup. All that’s necessary is to collect it  in a box, attach a label

obtained from the website, and call UPS to pick it up.

Speaking of Canada, KFC Canada announced that all consumer-facing packaging will be fully home compostable. KFC

is piloting its �rst home compostable bucket this year, and the company says this commitment will divert nearly 200

million pieces of packaging from Canadian land�lls each year.

In addition, KFC Canada has been testing �ber-based cutlery since last November in select restaurants. The

combination spoon and fork is made from bamboo, corn and sugarcane, which decomposes at room temperature,

leaving no toxic byproducts. By the end of 2021, KFC Canada will have removed 12 million plastic poutine containers,

from its operations by transitioning to bamboo. By the end of 2019, KFC Canada had removed all plastic straws and

bags from its restaurants, eliminating 50 million plastic straws and 10 million plastic bags across the country and

replacing them with �ber-based alternatives. FE

Resources:

“Reinventing the retail bag: Leading retailers unite to address plastic bag waste,”

https://www.closedlooppartners.com/beyond-the-bag/

“Bacardi will use biodegradable spirits bottles for plastic-free goal,” FE, October, 2020

* “Achieving America’s Recycling Future,” Consumer Brands Association,

https://consumerbrandsassociation.org/sustainability/recycling-policy-platform/

Regulatory
WatchFDA reorganizes IT, data and
cybersecurity functions to agency-level
The FDA has reorganized the agency’s information technology (IT ), data management and cybersecurity functions

into the new O�ce of Digital Transformation (ODT), which has been realigned to report directly to the FDA

commissioner. This elevates the o�ce and its functions to agency-level, as well as advance the agency’s IT

transformation with improved data and IT  competencies that improve agency operations to support the public

health mission.

The agency says this reorganization is a signi�cant step in its technology and data modernization e�orts that began

more than two years ago. It allows the FDA to include more e�ective and e�cient data and IT  management, built on

best practices, to streamline and advance agency operations by reducing duplicative processes, implementing

technological e�ciencies using projects that deliver the most customer bene�ts, and promoting shared services

within agency o�ces and centers to strategically and securely further the agency’s regulatory mission.

“The agency began these e�orts because, as a science-based agency that manages massive amounts of data to

generate important decisions and information for the public, innovation is at the heart of what we do,” says Acting

FDA Commissioner Janet Woodcock, M.D.

“By prioritizing data and information stewardship throughout all of our operations, the American public is better

assured of the safety of the nation’s food, drugs, medical devices and other products that the FDA regulates in this

complex world. This reorganization strengthens our commitment to protecting and promoting public health by

improving our regulatory processes with a solid data foundation built in at every level,” she says.

The FDA has been undertaking a modernization e�ort since September 2019, with the Technology Modernization

Action Plan, which laid the groundwork for the more-modern approach to the use of technology for the agency’s

regulatory mission, including looking at innovative ways for the review of medical product applications, food safety

and other critical functions. That was followed by the Data Modernization Action Plan, announced earlier this year,

which built upon the successful streamlining and process improvements started in 2019 to identify and execute

high-value driver projects for individual centers and for the agency. As part of the establishment of this new o�ce,

the agency has appointed Vid Desai as its new Chief Information O�cer.

The FDA FY 2022 budget request included funding to support the agency’s data and IT  modernization e�orts for

enterprise-wide data modernization, demonstrating the commitment to and the progress of these institutional

changes. FE
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People News

NEWS

Manufacturing
People & Industry

Aaron PowellTammy McConaughyDavid CampbellKim FreerMichael P. MayKent J. Swisher

THE NORTH AMERICAN RENDERERS ASSOCIATION named KENT J. SWISHER as its incoming president & CEO. He

will also serve as president of the Fats and Proteins Research Foundation (FPRF), the rendering industry’s research

organization. Swisher will assume leadership upon the retirement of current NARA president and CEO Nancy

Foster on December 31.

WISDOM NATURAL BRANDS, makers of SweetLeaf sweeteners and Wisdom of the Ancients natural foods and

beverages, announced that company President MICHAEL P. MAY, PH.D., has been additionally appointed chief

executive o�cer. Formerly, he served as VP of business development, COO and executive VP prior to assuming his

role as president in 2017.

WETZEL’S PRETZELS appointed KIM FREER as chief marketing o�cer. Recognized as a proven leader in the

restaurant industry, she brings a wealth of franchise marketing experience across a portfolio of nationally

recognized brands. In her new role, Freer will support the company’s continued growth, with enhancements to its

menu, ease of ordering and digital infrastructure.

BURNS & MCDONNELL hired DAVID CAMPBELL to lead design and construction solutions for distribution and

warehouse facilit ies throughout the U.S. automation and warehouse logistics market. Industry Leader Campbell

will manage projects for a wide range of clients across multiple industries. Campbell has two decades of

engineering, project management and automation experience. In addition to Campbell, Burns & McDonnell has

assembled a veteran team of cold-chain logistics solutions professionals with nearly 175 years of combined

experience in design and construction for prepared foods, protein, e-commerce, food processing, leased

warehouse, food service and retail/grocer facilit ies nationwide. Team members include: Jeremy Klysen, Kelly

Hyvonen, David Stephani, Joseph Scovronski and John Hatzung.

CRB has hired TAMMY MCCONAUGHY as the director of lean delivery. McConaughy has 18 years of experience in

the construction industry and 15 years of experience applying lean principles to capital projects. She joins CRB

most recently from JE Dunn, where she was a senior lean specialist, focused on coaching and supporting teams in

utilizing lean tools.

YUM! BRANDS INC. announced that AARON POWELL, former president of Kimberly-Clark Corporation’s Asia-

Paci�c Consumer Business, has joined the company as global Pizza Hut Division chief executive o�cer, reporting

to Yum! Chief Executive O�cer David Gibbs. In this role, Powell will assume global responsibility for driving Pizza

Hut Division’s growth strategies, franchise operations and performance.

THE KRAFT HEINZ COMPANY announced that ABBY BLUNT , who has led the company’s Washington, D.C.-based

Global Government A�airs team since 2012, has been appointed strategic advisor for government & ESG A�airs

and advisor to the Board. After a distinguished 20-year career with Kraft Heinz, she will transition to this new role

in a part-time capacity, allowing her to focus on the two corporate boards she has recently been asked to join,

while still supporting Kraft Heinz initiatives. Assuming Blunt’s former position, BILL BEHRENS joins Kraft Heinz as

vice president, global head of government a�airs.

FORCE CONTROL INDUSTRIES announces the retirement of RICK FUHRMAN after an impressive 47½ year career.

Through nearly �ve decades, he has held various positions within the company, mainly within inside sales as inside

sales manager, tra�c manager, and most recently as export sales manager.

MARS PETCARE announced the appointment of RUBEN CEJUDO to Mars Pet Nutrition North America’s leadership

team, a division of Mars Petcare. Cejudo joins as vice president of the company’s North American Supply Chain,

helping to enhance the company’s supply chain.

BECKHOFF USA hired RYAN DUSK as Northeast district sales manager. Dusk will oversee Beckho� operations and

continued growth in sales and market share in key Northeast U.S. markets. Most recently, Dusk served as regional

sales manager for Mitsubishi Electric Automation, covering Canada and the Northeastern U.S.

Industry News

Three companies, GIVAUDAN, BÜHLER and MIGROS, have formed a new entity, “The Cultured Food Innovation

Hub,” in Kemptthal (near Zurich), to accelerate the development and market penetration of cellular agriculture

products. There are many arguments supporting the mass suitability of cultured meat: meat without slaughter or

factory farming, a signi�cantly better climate balance, no use of antibiotics and ensured food security. The

Cultured Food Innovation Hub will start operations next year.

BOSCH REXROTH has developed a marketplace in line with the app-based control platform ctrlX CORE, which

features apps developed both by Bosch Rexroth and third-party providers and includes the option for users to

create their own customized applications and libraries. As such, new automation and control functions can be

added to ctrlX CORE at any time. The ctrlX Store provides a broad range of apps and enables users to set up a

customized software system.

The winners of the PMMI’s 2021 TECHNOLOGY EXCELLENCE AWARDS AT PACK EXPO are CANOVATION, P.E.
LABELLERS and HIPERBARIC. Canovation’s CanReseal is a can end design that adds threading just below the

ubiquitous double-seam. This allows a metal closure to be screwed into the top of the can to create an air and

liquid tight seal. P.E. Labellers’ Simpl-Cut, is roll-fed labeling, which solves two major weaknesses inherent in the

design of traditional roll-fed labelers and has proven to o�er exceptional performance and �exibility. Hiperbaric

In-Bulk technology is based on a new HPP concept, in which beverages are processed in-bulk prior to bottling.

ADM unveiled the ADM Food Technology (Pinghu) Co. Ltd., a state-of-the-art, fully automated �avor production

facility situated in Pinghu, Zhejiang Province, China. In another announcement, ADM reached an agreement to

acquire a 75% ownership stake in PETDINE, PEDIGREE OVENS, THE POUND BAKERY and NUTRADINE (P4

Companies), providers of private label pet treats and supplements.

MULTIVAC is continuing its course of expansion in Asia. The company is constructing a new multi-purpose

building, costing around 20 million euros, in the Japanese city of Tsukuba. Future areas of growth will include

integrated systems, as well as the products from the FRITSCH and TVI business units.

TEKNI-PLEX has completed its acquisition of rigid packaging solutions supplier GRUPO PHOENIX, putting the

company in a stronger position to broaden its market-focused, customer-driven innovations, especially in food

and beverage markets.

ATS AUTOMATION TOOLING SYSTEMS INC. has acquired NCC AUTOMATED SYSTEMS, INC., a provider of

engineered-to-order sanitary automation solutions and stand-alone precision conveyance equipment, for $40

million.

AVERY DENNISON has completed its acquisition of VESTCOM, a privately held provider of pricing and branded

labeling solutions at the shelf-edge for retailers and consumer packaged goods companies.

YUM! BRANDS INC. completed its acquisition of DRAGONTAIL SYSTEMS LTD., a provider of technology solutions

for the food industry.

Plant Openings & Expansions

CHEWY will build a pet food and products e-commerce ful�llment center in Wilson County, Wis. The project is

expected to be complete in fall 2022 and will create 1,200 jobs.

FLAVORMAN, a beverage development company, broke ground at its new facility expansion in Louisville, Ky. The

$8.5 million investment will create 30 jobs when complete in fall of 2022.

DOMINO’S PIZZA broke ground on a new pizza production center in Merrillville, Ind. to serve regional restaurants.

The $50.3 million facility will include a 110,000 sq.-ft. pizza dough production facility and warehouse, and will be

complete by the end of 2022.

MIRA INTERNATIONAL FOODS, a snack food company, will establish operations in Beaufort, S.C. The $2 million

facility will open in January 2022 and create 28 jobs.

KOCH FOODS plans a 400,000-sq.-ft. addition to its Fair�eld, Ohio poultry processing facility, adding 400 jobs.

COCA-COLA BOTTLING is planning a $42 million investment to expand its bottling facility in Baton Rouge, La. The

project will include an additional 120,000 sq. ft. of warehouse space besides packaging equipment.

OLYMEL LP opened a new pre-packaging facility at is poultry processing plant in St. Damase, Montérégie Est,

Quebec. The new facility added 35,000 sq.-ft. and cost about $24 million.

DELL COVE SPICES & MORE COMPANY, a popcorn seasoning company, plans to move its operation from Chicago

to a 7,000-sq.-ft. facility in New Haven, Ind.

DR. SCHÄR USA, a maker of gluten-free baked goods, broke ground on a 42,000-sq.-ft. expansion of its facility in

Swedesboro, N.J.

TYSON FOODS will invest $300 million to build a 325,000-sq.-ft. facility in Cane Creek Centre, an industrial park

jointly owned by the City of Danville and Pittsylvania County in Va. The new facility will be used primarily for the

production of fully cooked Tyson products like Any’tizer Snacks and Chicken Nuggets. FE
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PACKAGING

Food

Dig ital print use is rising  due to increased print quality, decreased run leng ths and a boost from the pandemic. Photo courtesy of Getty

Images/scanrail

Since 2020, inkjet and electrophotography printing has secured new markets in labels and packaging. A new

Smithers report, The Future of Digital Print for Packaging to 2026, reveals total value will reach $21.1 billion in 2021.

This makes sense, as run lengths have decreased and print quality on inkjet presses has risen; but the market has

received a speci�c boost from the Covid-19 pandemic. As normal supply and consumer purchasing patterns were

disrupted, the use of digital presses rose to meet �uctuating demand from packagers. Accordingly print volumes for

digital print in packaging rose by 20.8% across 2019-2020.

With other print segments badly hit by Covid-19, packaging and labels are increasingly the focus for many print

OEMs, with the latest digital technology promising to open new segments and print options for print providers.

Overall from 2021-2026, demand for digital printed packaging will signi�cantly outperform the broader market.

Led by inkjet, digital’s share of the printed label and packaging market will increase at a total of 11.2% to $35.9

billion in 2026.

Labels still account for the majority of digital output in 2021, but these will have a relatively low CAGR of 5.6% to

2026. Growth will be fastest in corrugated, closely followed by folding cartons.

COVID-19 pandemic accelerates use of
digital print packaging

A new line of  monomaterial �lms o�ers recyclability and excellent barrier and sealing  properties. Photo courtesy of Emsur

EMSUR, Grupo Lantero's Packaging Division, has launched EM-Full RFlex, a new range of PE- and PP-based �exible

packaging. This solution aims to improve recyclability as well as improving food preservation thanks to its barrier

properties.  

The di�erent structures in the laminate aim to respond to the needs of FMCG customers who require packaging

solutions for bags or Doypacks with monomaterial compositions and barrier properties for various product

categories, such as snacks, confectionery, co�ee and tea, fresh and processed foods, and home and personal care.

Bene�ts include improved recyclability and excellent barrier and sealing properties. The new solution is available in

transparent �lm and printed with di�erent varnishes, gloss, matte or paper e�ects. Development is applicable both

to rotogravure and �exographic printing.

New range of monomaterial �exible
packaging �lms

Dark Horse, a brand by E. & J. Gallo,

was top winner at the

Desig nalytics E�ectiveness

Awards. Photo courtesy of E. & J. Gallo

Winery

Packaging design awards for
sales growth
Designalytics, in partnership with Dieline, announced the winners of the second-

annual Designalytics E�ectiveness Awards, recognizing the impact of strong

packaging design and its impact on driving double-digit sales growth for some of

today’s fast-moving consumer brands.

Award winner selection is entirely data-driven, based on sales performance in the

marketplace and rigorous quantitative consumer testing of each design. Entries for

consideration this year for package redesigns launched in the U.S. between July 2018

and July 2020.

This year’s grand prize winner is Dark Horse, a wine brand owned by E. & J. Gallo

Winery. Brooklyn-based ForceMAJEURE led the redesign e�ort, building on the

design by leaning into the brand’s key distinctive asset: its beloved horse

iconography. Bold color was added to each varietal, showing o� some “pop” and

making the line easier for consumers to navigate.

The redesign resulted in a 15% increase in sales for Dark Horse following the brand’s

relaunch relative to the same period during the prior year—signi�cantly outpacing

the average for similarly-priced wines.

See the complete list of Designalytics E�ectiveness Award Winners at

designalytics.com.

A new protective packag ing  solution improves

performance yet maintains sustainability and

recyclability. Photo courtesy of Pregis

Pregis and Henkel
partner on advanced
protective packaging
Pregis and Henkel recently joined forces to advance the development

of sustainable protective packaging solutions that meet environmental

goals and address future packaging requirements. The recently

rebranded Pregis EverTec lightweight, recyclable paper cushioned

mailer, manufactured with EPIX technology from Henkel Adhesive

Technologies, was the �rst example of a shipping solution jointly

developed to address ecommerce packaging growth.  

Henkel’s EPIX technology enhances paper product functionality and

improves performance while maintaining the sustainability and

recyclability. The EverTec mailer with EPIX is a lightweight, durable

package that can decrease material waste, as well as reduce reliance on

corrugated boxes and improve distribution e�ciency—providing

consumers with a curbside recyclable option.

Both companies share a commitment to sustainability that is a part of their corporate philosophies as well as their

product innovation strategies. To support their positions, both became signatories to the Climate Pledge, whose

goal is to achieve net-zero annual carbon emissions by 2040. FE
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PRODUCTS

Must See
Pumps, valves and

�ttings

PRODUCT

FOCUS

BEE VALVE INC.

Schedule 80 pipe �ittings

ALFA LAVAL

Pump for hygienic process

GEA

Lockout / tagout locks for valves

APEX MOT ION CONT ROL

Heated pump

CHARLES ROSS & SON COMPANY

Vertical kneading and mixing

SCHENK PROCESS

Parallel tunnel converter valve

EMERSON

Smart �ow sensor

JBT  AVURE

Batch/bulk high-pressure processing

ACRISON INC.

Volumetric feeders

SULZER, T AMT URBO

Oil-free compressed air
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SAFETY

Food

 Photo courtesy of

Getty Images/Freezingtime

When prioritizing  food safety, one

aspect to consider is equipment

accessibility for cleaning  and

maintenance. T he more di�cult a

piece of  equipment is for an

employee to access, the less likely

it is that these routine tasks will

be completed.

Many of us have heard the saying “set it  and forget it.” It  may be memorable because it is one of the great

infomercial taglines, but sometimes, food manufacturers and processors would like to apply this same expression to

their equipment. In reality, several best practices involving equipment installation, as well as cleaning and

maintenance, are necessary to help prioritize food safety and guard against foodborne illness from occurring on the

production line.

When equipment manufacturers designed the �rst production equipment, they were primarily focused on one thing:

 functionality. They had to ensure that the equipment would cook, bake, cut, slice, dice, proof, pack, mix or even sift

product as needed. Today, manufacturers are asked to make sure that equipment functions as intended and do it

with food safety as a priority. This ensures the equipment does not negatively impact the foods being produced.    

When prioritizing food safety, one aspect that must be considered is the equipment’s accessibility for cleaning and

maintenance. The more di�cult a piece of equipment is for an employee to access, the less likely it is that these

routine tasks will be completed. A piece of equipment that is designed and located to be easily accessible is one

more likely to be properly maintained, serviced and cleaned.  

Another area of expertise expected of equipment manufacturers is installation. Even though equipment selection

ultimately depends on the available space and necessary function, manufacturer’s collaborative guidance and

recommendations on where to place that equipment can be invaluable. For instance, they should be able to help

identify whether a piece of equipment is being placed too close to a wall or another machine, which may prompt

access issues with the doors and openings that allow for cleaning and general maintenance.

Manufacturers should also advise regarding equipment installation in areas where contamination is imminent, such

as directly over a drain with very little clearance from the drain backups. These could be overwhelmed due to the

amount of water used when sanitation occurs, causing additional issues with the equipment. Concerns can also arise

if a machine is located under an exhaust fan or cooler, where debris or even condensate could be blown or drop onto

the equipment or product itself. These scenarios should be considered before and during the installation process.

Several best practices involving equipment installation, as well as cleaning

and maintenance, are necessary to help prioritize food safety and guard

against foodborne illness from occurring on the production line

Set it and forget it? Not with food
processing equipment

Following installation, it  is critical to review all sanitation procedures with a member of the team who has a

sanitation background, such as a sanitarian. Doing so will help identify possible cleaning issues before they occur

and food safety is compromised. Also, consider how much time and how many tools are needed to disassemble each

piece of equipment, and build those aspects into the sanitation plan. Ideally, simple tools such as screwdrivers and

pliers are all that is needed. If a full rollaway toolbox is necessary to just break the equipment apart, future cleaning

issues and resulting food safety problems are more likely.  

It  is also important for the same employees who will be conducting the cleaning to have input in the development of

cleaning procedures. This will help con�rm that procedures for disassembly, cleaning, and reassembly are attainable

based on actual usage of the equipment. Their involvement will then verify that these procedures are fully

understood and executable by the team, providing assurance that the equipment will be ready for production each

day. Development of a punch list of common maintenance and cleaning issues for each piece of equipment will also

help assure timely completion of assigned tasks. This same team should then assist in periodic evaluations of the

cleaning, which will help them continuously improve or make adjustments as needed.

Once installed, establish a team that con�rms the �nal accuracy of the equipment’s location, space, and

functionality. The equipment will need to be checked by running test product, with this same team assessing for

possible defects. This process will help identify minor issues before any salable product is ever produced. Most

equipment manufacturers should have a representative or engineer on-site assisting with this dry run to help make

any adjustments necessary.

A similar process can take place to assess the cleaning procedures of the equipment as well. Following the test run

or equipment commissioning, clean the equipment utilizing the written procedures from the manufacturer. These

may be modi�ed to best meet the needs of the facility, especially following heavy production runs. It is during these

unique situations when issues are typically identi�ed, because the equipment has run di�erently than what the

manufacturer likely considered or intended. The plant sanitarian and key members of the cleaning team, as well as a

representative of the equipment manufacturer, should be present to conduct this cleaning and make any necessary

changes.

It is important to remember that regulatory agencies do not oversee the design or manufacture of food processing

equipment. Instead, they regulate how this equipment is cleaned and maintained by the production facility’s team.

The next time somebody is tempted to “set it  and forget it” with food processing equipment, remember that it is

not that simple. These and other equipment-related best practices should be ongoing to help ensure that the

operation prioritizes food safety throughout its processes and facility. FE
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FAB FOOD PLANT
GOING TO THE DOGS

(AND CATS)
Petsource by Scoular partnered with Gray for the design/build of

its new pet food processing facility in Nebraska

KRISTEN KAZARIAN, MANAGING EDITOR

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PETSOURCE

Petsource by Scoular is an indirect, wholly owned, independently operated subsidiary of The Scoular Company, a

128-year old supply chain and solutions provider for grain and feed companies around the world. As the pet food

industry has grown, so has the need for quality ingredients. Pet food brand owners seek natural foods with high

protein and clean label options as owners treat their dogs and cats as family members.

The subsidiary identi�ed an open need for end-to-end contract manufacturing support speci�c to the freeze-dried

ingredient supply chain. Petsource provides recipe development, meat processing, freeze-drying, and packaging

capabilit ies for pet food manufacturers, supported by one integrated facility.

Petsource is a contract manufacturer for the pet food industry, meaning the company produces products to

support its pet food customers’ brand names rather than its own.

This is the road to the �nished green�eld build.

The Details

Project Client: Petsource by Scoular, Seward, NE
Design/Build: Gray, Lexington, KY
Product: High-protein freeze-dried ingredients for
pet food manufacturers
Brands: Contract manufacturer that produces
ingredients for pet food brands
Goal: Create a facility for a more e�cient
process speci�c to the freeze-dry pet food
sector

With an investment of more than $50 million in the Seward,

Neb. state-of-the-art facility, Scoular realized an opportunity

to create a more e�cient process speci�c to the freeze-dry

sector. The uptick in demand for quality ingredients in the

pet food industry, including the shift to quality high protein

and nutritious ingredients, made the new facility a priority.

Petsource wanted to develop, procure, freeze-dry and

package high-protein ingredients as a contract partner for

pet food manufacturers. The facility includes a testing

laboratory where new pet food ingredients, such as freeze-

dried whole organ meats and meat analogue recipes, are

created.

Bulk box packag ing  line,

part of  the new pet

food processing  facility.

THE BUILD

Scoular chose Gray as a partner due in part to the design-build company’s extensive experience in the pet food

sector and provided fully integrated services on this facility—including site analysis, architecture, engineering

services, construction management, site management, equipment procurement and equipment installation. Gray

Solutions, a Gray company, provided technical consulting, process engineering and process controls/automation

services. This was a collaborative e�ort from the Gray family of brands to deliver Scoular’s �rst manufacturing

venture into the pet food sector.

Although this is a pet food manufacturing facility, it  was designed and constructed with the same details and

practices as a human-grade food facility, including USDA and FDA standards, and complete raw and ready-to-eat

(RTE) separation. The support areas are split up to ensure cross-contamination is not an issue. In fact, the areas

have two separate entrances with hand and boot wash stations on opposite ends of the plant to make certain that

food safety procedures are speci�c to each production area.

Additionally, the raw and RTE employees have separate locker rooms, donning and do�ng areas, and welfare

facilit ies. Floors are color-coded speci�c to each production area: red for the raw side of the facility and gray for the

RTE side. Further protection of possible cross-contamination of raw and RTE spaces was incorporated through air

pressure and movement within the refrigeration system.

T he �nished

g oods warehouse.

Administrative employees have their own entrance as well. Corridors and maintenance access were designed

throughout the facility to ensure appropriate employee movement in and out of production locations.

Raw product is shipped o�site to a neighboring High Pressure Pasteurizing (HPP) facility for pasteurization. The HPP

step is considered a critical control point; any processing before HPP is considered raw, and after is considered RTE.

There are separate docks for raw ingredients as well as the post-HPP product entering back into the facility.

CHALLENGES/LESSONS

The pandemic naturally brought along challenges with receiving materials from overseas and commissioning agents

in other countries. Despite the travel ban, the team found other methods of communicating and troubleshooting

through such methods as video messaging, online conferences and virtual site walks. “Through robust safety plans

and coordination with all of the construction partners involved, Gray project and site managers ensured the work

onsite continued safely and without pause during the height of the pandemic in mid-2020, resulting in a successful,

on-time completion in fall 2020,” says Amy Patterson, president, Petsource by Scoular.

Post-freeze dry area; lab and R&D center; and raw processing  area.

Despite 53 days of delays in receiving the freeze-dry chambers due to COVID-19, and over 100 days of weather delays

and multiple site-wide shutdowns due to COVID-19, the commissioning date was met successfully. This required

creative resource planning and perseverance from all parties involved.

“Gray has a deep history with pet food projects. In fact, more than one million metric tons of pet food and treats are

produced on systems designed and/or installed by Gray. “Our integrated team of equipment manufacturers,

engineers, automation specialists, facility designers and construction experts work with pet food companies to solve

the most sophisticated problems and realize the boldest initiatives,” explains Tyler Cundi�, president, Food &

Beverage Market at Gray Inc. “While this experience was brought to Petsource, additional knowledge was gained on

this project through close collaboration with the Petsource team that Gray is applying to current and future

projects.”

BUILDING FEATURES

Located in the Seward/Lincoln Regional Rail Campus in Seward, Neb., the 106,093-sq.-ft. green�eld facility, on

approximately 16 acres, provides a complete freeze-drying supply chain solution, including a warehouse, cold

processing rooms for raw meat, freeze dryers and packaging rooms.

"Through meticulous hygienic design and segregation of people, process and trash �ows, Petsource encompasses all

freeze-drying processes in one building with safety and quality at the forefront. The facility was built to the same

standards as a human food plant,” says Paul Kornman, senior project manager, Gray.

Speci�c building/site features include:

• Floor construction consisting of structural slabs

• Wall construction made up of insulated metal panel (IMP)

• Structure of conventional steel and structural steel

• Ammonia refrigeration system, consisting of 38,000 lbs. of ammonia

• (2) 4,000 amp switchboard

• Bollards were poured in concrete as opposed to a bolted design

• Windows were incorporated between production rooms to allow visible access without having to enter a room

• Hand wash stations are designed to allow hands-free washing to be contained, so not invasive to the surroundings

• Washroom �nished employees in the raw handling areas mimic the visual control used in the corridor �ooring and

designated smocks

• Pretreat waste before discharged to wastewater treatment

• Storm management detention basin on-site to manage storm water runo�

Freezer space in the new facility.

Wastewater is another element that is kept completely

separate. None of the process wastewater �ows through

the RTE side. Each area’s process waste exits the building

and is not tied to the other in any way.

The build project was completed in 17 months and included

about 150 workers on site at the peak of construction.

Approximately 100 new jobs are being created as a result of

this project.

PROCESSING LINE

The product processing �ow begins with receipt of raw

ingredients, which are processed into the desired

preforming recipe. This product is then exposed to a log

count reduction step and moves through the forming and

freezing process, with drying and packaging being the last

two steps. As a contract manufacturing partner, the

processing capabilit ies are designed to provide �exibility in

support of multiple customer needs.

The state-of-the-art line can be switched out easily to accomplish customer needs, including the following:

• Processing capabilit ies such as whole-muscle dicing, blending, cold extrusion, chubbing and internal mechanical

spiral freezing

• Packaging options such as 30 lb. bulk boxes, retail pouching, club display ready pallet and bulk totes

The raw material handling and end-of-line packaging unit operations in the new facility are standard; however,

several unique processes were included, such as:

• A custom-designed and fabricated casing removal system: Petsource and Gray worked together with a local

stainless steel fabricator to create a �rst-of-its-kind sanitary slicing table. As a solution to �nding just the right

option for stripping 4-5” diameter chubs, the table blades automatically slice chub casing under an enclosed shroud,

actuated by 2-hand control push buttons. This process eliminates hazards associated with sharp blades and lowers

ergonomic risk as the manual interaction is reduced.

• UV tunnel: Petsource utilizes unique UV equipment that was custom-modi�ed for maximum sanitary design to kill

bacteria, viruses, mold and fungus for proteins prior to being formed or diced.

• The largest capacity, two-door lyophilizers (freeze-dry chambers) currently in North America: The Petsource

equipment has 136 m^2 of e�ective tray area, 330 kg/hr. of sublimation capacity, and a door at both ends of the

chamber to facilitate product and path �ow separation.

• Custom active wash racks coupled with rotary sprays: Petsource utilizes this technology to thoroughly clean and

sanitize hard-to-access surfaces in Sanimatic cabinet washers. Several of these cabinet washers are used to provide

versatility with the ability to wash multiple parts, from the smallest �ttings to large pallets/baskets in a single wash

chamber. Selecting this type of washer signi�cantly lowered project capital cost while maintaining proper direct

spray zones tailored to each part item for thorough soil removal.

Pre-freeze dry room.

Custom touches were included on several existing

technologies to exceed general operability and food

safety guidelines, creating a new standard for the

industry. For example, all AMFEC tote dumper controls

were upgraded to incorporate custom two-hold buttons

on a remote stand, so that both hands are occupied and

distanced from all possible pinch points when actuating

the lift.

More quality check points exist throughout the facility

than in most commonplace process designs with the

purpose of eliminating unnecessary material and energy

waste by identifying any possible non-compliance

material at high-risk locations.

PACKAGING LINE

Two packaging lines were incorporated into the facility—one to accommodate small pouches and another for 30 lb.

bag-in-box case weights. Both lines incorporate communication from the �ller receiving hopper to the upstream

conveyors, ensuring appropriate levels are maintained as well as preventing �ux in accuracy, downtime, or yield loss.

Additionally, the lines include metal detection and checkweighers with automatic reject mechanisms to direct

product appropriately.

The small pouch packaging line includes a �ller with an 18 bucket scale head, measuring up to 165 weighments per

minute. The automatic rotary bagger is equipped with eight indexing stations and open bag detection enabling it to

�ll and seal up to 40 pouches per minute. All equipment is designed for quick changeovers with tool-less, hand-

removable, or adjustable parts. The case packing is a semi-automatic process that can erect up to 20 corrugated

cases per minute through a fully automatic case erector, using Pin and Dome case opening technology, and a

bottom taper. The cases are dispersed onto an indexing conveyor for operators to hand-pack pouches. An

ergonomic foot switch indexes �lled cases through automatic case-taping and coding, concluding in an automatic

stretch wrapper. The unit operations are �exible and able to handle a wide variety of sizes and materials, which

easily compensates for possible material supply imperfections.

The bulk box line features a similar level of automation integration to the small pouch packaging line. With a

vibratory net weigher, the line is designed for dispensing approximately 30 lbs. every 10-15 seconds with accuracies

better than 1%. While the sealer requires some level of manual operation, it  boasts a reliable hermetic seal for any

heat sealable material. Also, it  can be easily adjusted via the HMI to optimize cycle time and general performance for

varying case liners.

The system allows packaged ingredients to be traced back to the material supplier through Petsource’s batch

control with pallet and tote identi�cation. Petsource can track and trace inventory through �nished product to

reconcile all material �ow.

“We are excited to drive innovation in the pet food industry and are

encouraged by our customers’ enthusiasm for the capabilities

within our new facility.”

— Amy Patterson, president, Petsource

UNDER ONE ROOF

As one of the �rst pet food plants in the U.S. to bring multiple phases of the freeze-drying manufacturing process

together under one roof, Petsource provides unparalleled levels of safety, quality and reliability across the entire pet

food supply chain.

A full-time R & D director, R & D scientists and technical support team are also on sta� at Petsource. Since it is a

contract manufacturer, the company partners with its customers to improve manufacturability of their respective

products as well as assist in development of new products. This product development operation is located within

the facility, completely standalone from the main process, and uses a separate freeze dryer sized appropriately for

small batch testing.

The facility includes multiple freeze-dry chambers in addition to all supporting raw processing, forming, freezing,

packaging and sanitation equipment for a thorough, reliable process.

Petsource also o�ers a wide variety of products, due to the process �exibility throughout the facility. Through a

combination of tempering rooms and meat processing equipment, the company can grind a large range of infeed

protein materials, mix a variety of formulas, dice and form numerous shapes, tailor �nished product texture and

moisture content, and package ready-to-eat (RTE) goods in almost any of today’s popular pouch and case sizes.

Employee well-being was top of mind during the design of the facility. Break rooms include windows for natural light

and ergonomic elements to provide mentally healthy environment both inside and outside of the production area.

Each of the employee welfare areas, RAW and RTE, have an abundance of space for social distancing allowing for safe

interactions during breaks. The additional conference rooms and training room allow for multiple locations for

employee meetings of various size teams. Separate RAW and RTE supervisor team rooms allow for e�ective daily

pre-shift meetings. The dividing corridor between the front o�ce and the plant is used for Safety, Lean, and

Planning display boards, and is valuable for daily review with the plant leadership team.

The new facility is positioning Petsource as the choice provider for high-protein, freeze-dried ingredients. The one-

story operation was designed to the highest level of e�ciency to allow for the capability to expand the facility to

support future growth.

“While [our] experience was brought to Petsource, additional knowledge

was gained on this project through close collaboration with the

Petsource team that Gray is applying to current and future projects.”

— Tyler Cundi�, president, Food and Beverage Market, Gray

SUSTAINABILITY

Scoular recently announced a �ve-year sustainability strategy that they are working to achieve by 2025 which

includes: carbon footprint reduction, fostering responsible marine sourcing, engaging in Scoular communities,

promoting diversity and inclusion, and upholding workplace health and safety.

More speci�cally to the Petsource facility, the freeze-dry ingredients produced are very sustainable products. There

is not a need to add preservatives as freeze-dry acts as a natural preservative.

Speci�c sustainability features were included in the facility to reduce overall operating expenditures and further

environment sustainability initiatives. A few examples include:

• The cabinet washer recovery skid reuses a costly wash substance for a number of cycles and reduces overall

wastewater volume

• Load cells with associated process control in the freeze-dry chamber trolley rail system to de-ice the condenser

coils only when necessary

• Cost-e�ective mechanical spiral freezing in an ammonia-refrigerated plant

THE FUTURE

Petsource was the city of Seward’s most signi�cant industrial project in more than four decades. Additionally,

Petsource became the �rst business to locate in the Seward Rail Campus business park, which had been 10 years in

the making. Not only does the new facility advance Scoular’s business strategy, but it also deepens their strong

roots in Nebraska.

The facility was announced in March 2019, broke ground in August 2019, announced the Petsource subsidiary in

December 2019 and began operations in October 2020—a mere 17 months. The new business venture is Scoular’s

�rst manufacturing facility in the pet food market and allows for future expansions.

The ribbon cutting ceremony took place on September 1, 2020 with Gray members in attendance.

“Petsource by Scoular values their relationships with their many customers. This build was a result of their

commitment to meeting needs within the pet food industry. The diversity of the facility and customer base allows

this build to be very nimble in the marketplace, while supporting the supply of a wide variety of freeze-dried pet

food ingredients,” says Kornman.

Parent company Scoular is invested in continuous improvement throughout its business units and plans to continue

evaluating growth opportunities in support of its customers across multiple categories. FE
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Pet food ingredients:
The Good, The Bad

And The Ugly
 

RATHER THAN WASTE MEAT BYPRODUCTS AND MISSHAPEN PRODUCE, “UGLY”
FOODS ARE FINDING A HOME AS NUTRIENT-RICH INGREDIENTS IN PET FOOD

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Di�erent people have di�ering opinions about what they �nd attractive. Can

the same be said about ugliness? It appears not—at least not in the food industry. If a food is deemed “ugly,” it  will

not see store shelves. This is why companies like Mis�ts Markets, Imperfect Foods, Hungry Harvest and Preserve

Farms Kitchens are gaining traction. Instead of throwing away these ugly foods, these companies are �nding a way

to combat food waste by utilizing foods that are less than cosmetically appealing.

Ugly food is not limited to produce, either. Meat byproducts—such as kidneys, hearts, skin and livers—do not appeal

to most for human food consumption, but these “ugly” byproducts are rich in nutrients.

This is where pet food manufacturers come in. They play a key role in helping to avoid food waste by using ugly as

well as upcycled food in their formulations.

“Pet food makers play an important role in helping to avoid food waste while still providing essential nutrition for

our dogs and cats,” says Mary Emma Young, senior director of communications and strategic planning at The Pet

Food Institute (PFI). “By using parts of the animal that humans choose not to eat, or ‘ugly’ produce that may not be

sold at groceries stores or through other consumer outlets, pet food makers are helping to be part of a sustainable

solution.”

SHARON SPIELMAN, SENIOR EDITOR

Photo courtesy of Getty Images/jchizhe

Mary Emma Young

Senior director of

communications and strategic

planning at The Pet Food

Institute (PFI)

Tony Moses

Director of product

innovation, F+B team, CRB

In a report released by PFI, American Feed Industry Association and North American Renderers Association found a

diverse array of more than 500 ingredients found in pet food, Young says. “This included specialty crops and produce

such as peas, beet pulp or sweet potatoes. As pet food makers formulate their dog and cat food recipes and set

ingredient speci�cation with their ingredient suppliers, they provide a valuable outlet for ‘ugly’ food that may not

otherwise be put to use.”

Tony Moses, director of product innovation, F+B team, CRB, adds that there are fantastic opportunities for pet food

manufacturers to use ugly produce. “The ‘ugly’ moniker typically means that the produce does not meet the USDA’s

highest grades for appearance, as an uncut fruit or vegetable,” he says. “Ugly does not refer to the nutritional value

of the produce; it  can provide the same vitamins and minerals as the highest grades. Fortunately, for pet foods,

manufacturers use bite-sized ingredients, so pets can easily eat the product.”

Young says, “While there are parts of the animal that we Americans often choose not to eat, our pets �nd these

ingredients delicious, and they are nutrient-rich. These animal byproducts are often used in dog and cat food

recipes, keep pet food from competing (with) the human food chain and helps make our agricultural system more

sustainable.”

Mary Emma Young, senior director of
communications and strategic planning at The Pet
Food Institute (PFI) joins Editor-in-Chief Michael
Costa to discuss the use of upcycled ingredients and
“ugly” produce in pet food formulations as a way to
help �ight food waste.
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Young . 

Moses agrees. “Ugly food is part of the bigger movement of upcycling.” He says that if you look at the EPA’s

de�nition for upcycling, it  is about getting more value out of food that is �t for human or animal consumption that

might otherwise go to waste. “So, for upcycling meat byproducts, it ’s less about byproducts that are ‘ugly,’ or don’t

meet standards for appearance; it ’s more about using meat cuts that may not be popular to consume by humans,

such as skin, livers and kidneys. Though it might seem strange based on our food preferences, these components

are highly nutritious and have desirable sensory properties for pets. It ’s a fantastic way to realize value from less

popular types of meat,” he says.

MANUFACTURING, EQUIPMENT, PROCESSING

With regard to manufacturing meat byproducts, Moses says to treat them in the same way that you would treat

your primary products. After all, they will ultimately go into a food product that needs to be nutritious and safe for

pets. “This may mean considering how the product is processed, packaged, stored and transported in order to

prevent foreign material or microbial growth,” he says. It may also require adding new quality control (QC) tests,

account or brand managers that can advocate for the quality and supply of those ingredients.

Moses adds that for those using the byproducts, it  is important to develop a good relationship with suppliers to

ensure a consistent, quality product. “Make sure they understand your standards, and you can work with their

manufacturing setup. Also, make sure you understand how the byproducts originate and the reliability of that

stream,” he says.

Manufacturers should constantly look for ways to optimize their production and produce as much high value

product as possible. Moses says, “If the byproduct is critical to your brand, it  might be worthwhile to consider long

term contracts, or higher prices, to ensure consistent supply.”
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When it comes to the equipment and processing of these ingredients, manufacturers should consider the materials.

“Ugly foods, by de�nition, have wider speci�cations for appearance. Therefore, manufacturers should be prepared

to handle incoming materials that vary in appearance from lot to lot,” Moses says. This means that procurement

and QC labs may need to reconsider requirements for color, size and shape, and manufacturers may need to have

�exible formulas for their products.

For example, manufacturers might need to substitute equivalent ingredients if an ugly ingredient is not available

due to growing conditions that favor a better appearance or if they lack the size or color needed to stand out as an

inclusion in a formulation. “For upcycled foods, manufacturers may need to understand how their suppliers process

their raw material. If it  is truly a byproduct stream, determine if it  is subjected to typical critical control points

(CCPs) or other quality measures. If not, manufacturers might need to handle raw materials as uncooked,

agricultural products. This typically requires a separate handling area from the cooked ingredients, and a validated

cook or kill step.

“Strictly speaking,” Moses elaborates, “ugly foods only di�er from non-ugly foods in their appearance. For this

di�erence, the need to retro�t may be minor.” Material handling may need to be addressed for unusual shapes that

may cause raw materials to be caught in belts or �ow poorly, he adds. “However, manufacturers should determine if

the ‘ugly’ foods are being handled di�erently at their supplier’s facility. For the worst case, the facility may need to

be retro�tted to handle raw agricultural products. This could involve adding raw handling spaces onto the facility,

methods for foreign material detection and validated cook or kill steps,” he says. FE
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PLANT-BASED PROCESSORS
Progress for

New and established alternative protein brands tell us what’s
behind their success in 2021

Plant-based foods are ubiquitous in the market today, and at the core of that category is plant-based meats.

According to the Plant Based Foods Association, 2020 sales of plant-based meats accounted for $1.4 billion (45.3%

year-over-year growth) of the $7 billion plant-based foods industry. Only plant-based milks ($2.5 billion) sold more,

and 63% of shoppers who purchased plant-based meats in 2020 were return customers—a sign those products are

becoming household staples.

This rapid category growth even has legacy meat manufacturers like Tyson, Smith�eld and many others taking

notice. As a result, alternative protein brands like Tyson’s Raised & Rooted, and Smith�eld’s Pure Farmland, for

example, have launched, competing for plant-based dollars with dozens of other established and startup brands.

For a snapshot of how plant-based protein processors are faring in 2021, we checked in with Dan Curtin, president

of Greenleaf Foods, which makes well-known brands Lightlife and Field Roast; and Darcey Macken, CEO of newcomer

Planterra Foods (founded in 2019), which makes OZO meatless protein products, to see how those companies are

navigating this highly competitive category.

(The following interviews have been edited for brevity and clarity.)

MICHAEL COSTA, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Lig htlife recently partnered with Whole Foods Market to supply the retailer with Lig htlife's whole-muscle, pea protein chicken for

foodservice use in prepared foods like the plant-based chicken salad above. Photo courtesy of Greenleaf Foods

Field Roast's smoked plant-based Stadium Dog  is the f irst meatless frank to be sold in the fresh meat section of stores, and also the first

plant-based hot dog  to be made with pea protein instead of soy. Photo courtesy of Greenleaf Foods

FE: How does your company di�erentiate itself in a crowded plant-based meat marketplace today?

Curtin/Greenleaf Foods: As part of our brand evolution and campaign, Lightlife is committed to prioritizing simple,

clean ingredients. We believe the future of plant-based protein is cleaner, nutritionally-superior food that tastes

delicious. For example, Lightlife’s newly-reformulated product line was developed with two primary goals: deliver

great taste, and use only simple, recognizable ingredients. We succeeded and we’ll continue to re�ne our ingredients

and process to push the category to new heights.  

This past year we also introduced new products across our Field Roast and Lightlife brands that are disrupting the

plant-based category and reinforcing Greenleaf’s overall commitment to innovation, including Field Roast Plant-

Based Pepperoni; Field Roast Stadium Dogs; new �avors of Lightlife tempeh; and a new line of Lightlife plant-based

chicken tenders and �llets, breaded and unbreaded.   

Macken/Planterra Foods: At Planterra Foods, we’re always monitoring consumer trends. More people today are

aware of plant-based protein and are looking for ways to eat it more often, so it ’s up to us to provide the best

tasting, nutritious food to satisfy consumers so they come back wanting more. With more people entering the

category now, great-tasting �avor is not only important, but necessary.

Consumers don’t want to sacri�ce great taste for convenience, which we saw �rsthand with our OZO Mexican-

Seasoned Ground, for example. This has been one of our best-selling items because it ’s already seasoned and easy

to prepare, taking the stress out of cooking.

Not all plant-based proteins are created equally, and our OZO products are powered by an exclusive proprietary

blend of pea and rice protein fermented by shiitake mushrooms, giving consumers the nutritional bene�ts of

plants, including a great source of iron that has been known to aid in muscle growth, weight loss and heart health.

The OZO brand from Planterra Foods differentiates itself  from plant-based competitors by incorporating  fermented shiitake mushrooms

into pea and rice protein. Photo courtesy of Planterra Foods

FE: What is your process for R&D of new plant-based products?

Curtin/Greenleaf Foods: We’re making signi�cant investments to expand our product development and production

capabilit ies to grow the plant-based protein category into what we know it can be, while creating a more sustainable

food system and future. For example, Greenleaf is building an 118,000-sq.-ft. production facility in Indianapolis solely

to produce Lightlife Tempeh.

Our process for developing new plant-based products starts with thinking through what people are looking for that

they cannot currently �nd in the store. We collaborate internally and with consumers on a broad range of ideas to

help prioritize where to focus next in terms of our innovation pipeline. Once we develop a clear idea, we begin

prototyping and developing the product—both the food and the packaging—to address that unmet need. We also

work fast, typically spending less than a year’s time to get to commercialization.

Macken/Planterra Foods: Planterra Foods recently opened a brand-new R&D Innovation Center at its headquarters in

Lafayette, Colo., which will focus on testing and developing new ingredients and product innovations.

Additionally, through a recent agreement with MycoTechnology, a mushroom fermentation solutions company, we

are working to accelerate the development of new technologies to improve the quality of plant-based proteins. Our

R&D team is working to develop the best possible ingredients to make our food taste great without sacri�cing

quality. As we continue to develop smarter ways of making healthy foods more enjoyable, we’re also �nding ways of

making it more sustainable, which is the continuous goal moving forward with future products.

Lig htlife recently reformulated 19 of its plant-based products, removing  ing redients like carrag eenan, eg g s and maltodextrin to further its

commitment to clean label foods. Photo courtesy of Greenleaf Foods

FE: What kind of sourcing and equipment is necessary for producing your plant-based proteins?

Curtin/Greenleaf Foods: We’re working with key suppliers to help ensure we’re leveraging the right high-quality

ingredients to create products we’re proud of and consumers will love.

Both Lightlife and Field Roast brands are developing new chicken products that utilize pea and soy protein to help

deliver on di�erent needs for QSR and retail partners. Similar to the rest of our portfolio of products, we believe it ’s

important to leverage diverse protein sources as we continue to diversify our o�erings and keep up with growing

consumer demand.

We source our pea protein from both North America—about 90%—and Europe, which positions us to have short,

medium and long-term supply of pea protein to produce food products at scale.  

Macken/Planterra Foods: Our manufacturing process includes equipment found across the industry, but the

processing of our products and the way we manufacture is new and sets us apart from others in the industry.

Field Roast's plant-based pepperoni is the f irst meatless

pepperoni to be made with pea protein and include fat

marbling . Photo courtesy of Greenleaf Foods

FE: What role does packaging play in presenting your plant-

based proteins as unique to the consumer, while aligning

with consumers' expectations of sustainability and

recyclability?

Curtin/Greenleaf Foods: Lightlife and Field Roast are on a

journey to make a real positive impact on the planet and, as

part of the Greenleaf Foods family, are proud to be carbon

neutral. Greenleaf’s goals include reducing its environmental

footprint by 50% by 2025 and reducing its absolute Scope 1 &

2 carbon emissions 30% by 2030.

Lightlife Plant-Based Burger packaging is 100% recyclable—

including the trays and sleeve—and Greenleaf is working

toward developing 100% recyclable, reusable and compostable

packaging by 2025.

Macken/Planterra Foods: Packaging plays an important role in

presenting our unique plant-based products to Planterra

Foods consumers. The packaging of OZO products is designed

to catch the eye of �exitarians in the grocery store and the

packaging provides a high-level overview of what they will be

getting out of an OZO product: vegan, non-GMO, made of pea

protein, grams of protein and more.

Our team is also passionate about making a positive impact on the planet. Our trays and sleeves are fully recyclable.

We are constantly improving our recyclability and trying to reduce our impact on the environment. We’re �nding

ways to become more sustainable across all processes by o�setting energy and water usage in manufacturing and

creating sustainable and circular packaging solutions.

FE: How do you measure the success of a new plant-based product on the market? Is the option open to

adjust/reformulate if needed?

Curtin/Greenleaf Foods: Our Field Roast and Lightlife brands each have more robust product o�erings than

competitors in the space and hold a leading market position in the refrigerated, plant-based protein category. For

us, success means helping to nourish a global population in a better, more sustainable and a�ordable way, using

diversi�ed plant-based protein options.

As a result of the growing consumer demand for products with cleaner ingredients they understand, the Lightlife

brand announced sweeping changes to its product portfolio. In just over one year, the brand has heavily invested to

completely overhaul 19 of its plant-based products, removing ingredients like carrageenan, eggs and maltodextrin,

and raising the bar for other brands in the category to do the same.

Lightlife reformulated its portfolio in 2020, and now boasts more vegan-certi�ed and non-GMO plant-based protein

products than top competitors. In addition to its traditional meat alternative products, Lightlife produces the #1

selling tempeh in North America, a highly-nutritious food that’s naturally made with just three ingredients.

Lightlife’s reformulated products started rolling onto shelves last summer, including the Lightlife Plant-Based

Burger, the hero of the brand’s pea protein-based product line. With 20 grams of protein and only 5 grams of

saturated fat, the Lightlife Burger was reformulated to remove modi�ed corn starch, yeast extract and ascorbic acid

and only include ingredients consumers know, like pea protein, coconut oil, garlic powder and beet powder.

Macken/Planterra Foods: While we take the sales into consideration when measuring the success of a new product

we put on the market, we also pay attention to what consumers have to say about new products and if we are

indeed delivering the best experience for them. Plant-based proteins like OZO o�er a positive protein solution that

doesn’t sacri�ce taste or quality. We’re constantly adjusting our formulas and trying new ingredients and �avors. In

fact, through our recent partnership with MycoTechnology, we are currently testing new ingredients that will

continue to improve our products.

“We source our pea protein from both North America—about 90%
—and Europe, which positions us to have short, medium and long-
term supply of pea protein to produce food products at scale.”
—Dan Curtin, president, Greenleaf Foods

FE: Overall, how do you keep your ideas fresh in this fast-evolving segment?

Curtin/Greenleaf Foods: Our R&D team is constantly exploring new protein options to discover new ways to bring

high-quality protein into our foods. Our approach is both consumer- and customer-centric. Our goal is to put our

products in front of consumers in parts of the store where they’re looking for protein. This means we intentionally

show up in both the refrigerated and frozen aisles, and we o�er a breadth and depth of products in those spaces to

deliver the variety consumers seek.

For example, earlier this year, and months ahead of well-known category competitors, Lightlife introduced breaded

plant-based chicken tenders and �llets in retail stores, the �rst breaded plant-based chicken designed to be sold

alongside fresh meat at grocers.

The brand also just launched a new unbreaded chicken product debuting exclusively in the prepared foods section at

Whole Foods Market. The unbreaded, whole-muscle, plant-based chicken product is made from pea protein and is

available at over 500 Whole Foods Market prepared foods departments in the United States and Canada, and will be

used in a variety of recipes across Whole Foods’ popular hot bar, cold salad bar, and grab-and-go o�erings.

Macken/Planterra Foods: At Planterra Foods, we always listen to what our customers have to say and what they’re

looking for in a plant-based food option. We know the market is growing and competition continues to grow, which

is great. We’re excited to be part of an industry that is promoting cleaner eating and sustainable habits for the

future, and we’re focused on promoting a �exitarian lifestyle to appeal to everyone. We invest in consumer insights

to understand the wants and needs of all food lovers as we look to disrupt this category.  FE
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WAREHOUSE DATA WITH PRODUCTION AND BUSINESS
SYSTEMS

CONNECTING

Making the connection provides up-to-the-minute data on scheduling, stock-outs,
ingredient substitutions, customer trends and recalls

Most likely you have an ERP system running your business, which may consist of many modules including, for

example, customer relationship management (CRM), inventory systems, scheduling, ledgers, track-and-trace

functionality and possibly some sort of warehouse management system (WMS). Depending on your needs or the

timing of your software purchases, you may also have a shop �oor or MES (manufacturing execution system) and a

standalone WMS—which may or may not be connected to your ERP system. Often one role of a shop �oor or MES is

to act as a relay or connection point between the ERP and WMS. In case of a non-automated shop �oor where there

is no MES, there is a good chance that the ERP system connects with an independent WMS or has some built-in WMS

functionality.

Our focus is to look at the connection between production/business (MES)/ERP systems and the WMS and

understand how they function together to keep you abreast of ingredient shortages, customer/consumer issues and

potential recalls due to a quality/food safety issue.

GETTING TO KNOW THE LAY OF THE LAND…OR CLOUD

Like the pharmaceutical industry, food and beverage is highly regulated, which means a well connected facility—

business, production and warehouse—is a given because track-and-trace and electronic records are a requisite. Most

ERP and production management software suppliers understand a tight connection to warehouse activities is more

important than just knowing there is enough inventory to cover the next production run. In several cases, these

suppliers provide specialized WMS o�erings to meet food industry requirements. Most ERP applications are so

modular that they can be tailored to any-sized food and beverage processor.

WAYNE LABS, SENIOR TECHNICAL EDITOR

Photo courtesy of Getty Images/nortonrsx

Oracle NetSuite WMS App helps businesses keep track of wave picking , tally scans, cart put-away, label printing  and more throug h tablets

and smartphones. Screenshot courtesy of Oracle NetSuite

Many ERP/MES/WMS suppliers today o�er both on-site and cloud-based

systems, and both approaches have their unique advantages and

disadvantages, which we won’t cover at length here. Su�ce it to say, cloud-

based systems require a smaller hardware investment, but could potentially

su�er from internet outages, while on-site systems tend to be more

expensive to maintain, but they keep on running should the internet go

down. For more on this subject, see “IIoT  and the Cloud,” a Food Engineering

web exclusive.

One bene�t of a cloud-based application is that it works everywhere on

most any device and is con�gurable speci�c to a user’s needs. “Oracle

NetSuite is a complete cloud-based business management suite that covers

all aspects of the business from CRM, commerce and �nancials to inventory,

manufacturing, order management and WMS,” says Gavin Davidson,

industry product manager. “We also o�er a number of mobile applications

that run on the same platform: MES, quality, WMS and packing station. The

breadth of our solutions allows customers to gain complete visibility and

control into their business operations and provides them the ability to

automate business processes across the entire suite.”

Speaking of cloud-based systems, Plex Systems is an early cloud pioneer,

delivering completely cloud-native solutions for ERP,

production/manufacturing execution, and warehouse operations. According

to Jim Bresler, director of product management, food & beverage, Plex has

been able to achieve cloud uptimes of 99.997%, which works out to about

15 to 20 minutes of downtime per year—probably better than your electric

utility service.

Cloud-based software is sometimes thought to have security issues, but

Bresler says Plex has achieved top security ratings (securityscorecard.com

“A” rating). Being cloud-native, the software is browser-based but also o�ers

a mobile app scanning solution for both production and warehousing,

which runs on iOS, Android and Windows devices.

Warehouse personnel using  CAT  Squared’s

WMS running  on wireless handheld devices,

can input product data via barcodes or g et

pertinent data about products stored in

the warehouse. Photo courtesy of CAT

Squared

CAT Squared’s systems are hardware ag nostic, but typically utilize industrial PCs on the plant f loor and mobile handheld devices to perform

WMS functions such as config uration. These devices interact with on-premises or cloud-based application and database servers. Photo

courtesy of CAT Squared

FOOD-INDUSTRY SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS

“There are few industries in which achieving tight synchronization between production and warehousing matter

more than in food and beverage manufacturing,” says Jack Payne, Aptean director of solutions consulting, food and

beverage. While having di�erent, specialized systems can drive functional bene�ts, it  can often come at the cost of

tightly linking production and warehousing operations in real time. “That’s why we have taken the approach of

ensuring that Aptean Food and Beverage ERP includes both highly specialized food and beverage production

functionality and built-in warehousing capabilit ies,” he adds.

Real-time synchronization of master data (customers and products) and transactional data (inventory, lots, shelf life)

between an ERP solution and a WMS solution is often very challenging to achieve, says Payne. Without this

synchronization, the sales department could promise inventory that has already been shipped to someone else, and

the planning sta� could either over-produce or under-produce supply to ful�ll demand, leading to short shipping

customers or potential expired product.

In the food and beverage industry, the need for complete traceability from supplier and supplier lots to customers

and customer shipments, and integration of the two systems can put this mandatory requirement at risk. That is

why having a specialized food and beverage ERP system that includes warehousing and distribution capabilit ies

rather than two separate systems is ideal, explains Payne.

Aptean’s Food and Beverag e ERP can synchronize the WMS with

production and business systems to g et a handle on what the

cost will be to make a particular batch, based on fluctuating

prices of ing redients and manufacturing  costs. Screenshot

courtesy of Aptean

Our IFS Cloud single platform solution seamlessly connects

all industry speci�c products and capabilit ies required by

food and beverage manufacturers,” says Andrew Burton,

global industry director - manufacturing at IFS. IFS Cloud is

con�gurable, and the modules IFS users choose can be

deployed either in the cloud or on-premise. Capabilit ies

include not just production and warehousing operations, but

also the ability to integrate all aspects of the day-to-day

running of a business. IFS Cloud o�ers solutions for

CRM/marketing, demand planning, production, warehousing,

asset and service management, and includes speci�c

functionality around shelf life, expiration, etc.—all of which

are crucial to the industry.

Infor provides industry cloud solutions speci�cally designed

for food and beverage manufacturers and distributors, says

Marcel Koks, industry strategy director, food & beverage.

Most processors opt for a public cloud deployment, but an

on-premises system is a possibility as well. Depending on

the needs and current application landscape of a client, the

solution can be composed of Infor ERP with its embedded

WMS capabilit ies or extended with the advanced Infor WMS.

Regardless the choice for ERP, WMS or both, the solution

comes with an integration layer, called Infor OS, to

synchronize ERP, WMS and WES (warehouse execution

system). The integration makes use of REST APIs.

REST APIs (application programming interfaces) provide a �exible, lightweight way to integrate applications, and

have emerged as the most common method for connecting components in micro-services architectures, according

to IBM. A REST API is an API that conforms to the design principles of the REST, or representational state transfer

architectural style. [1]

Sage X3 is an enterprise-wide blend of applications that addresses the unique and specialized needs of food and

beverage manufacturers, says Mike Edgett, director of product marketing. The functionality of X3 covers the critical

components of F&B companies, such as formula management, lot control and tracking, allergen management,

quality management, regulatory compliance, batch processing, quality assurance, scheduling, warehouse mobility,

inventory management and expiration control. These functions together synchronize manufacturing and the

warehouse to ensure the best raw materials are available at the right time while controlling overall costs.

While CAT Squared doesn’t have a dedicated ERP system, it does have MES and WMS systems. “CAT Squared’s

solutions are speci�cally designed for the food and beverage industry and include comprehensive modules for both

production and warehousing,” says Karen Lambert, Sr., WMS software engineer. When CAT Squared’s MES and WMS

are both implemented for a company, the need to interface information between the two is inherently eliminated,

as the modules seamlessly work together as one comprehensive, tightly integrated system sharing the same

database.

Oracle NetSuite Dashboard shows Warehouse Manag er’s functionality, which includes shipping /receiving  of orders, transactions, reports,

inventory lookup, pack orders, and a KPI meter. Screenshot courtesy of Oracle NetSuite

When the MES or WMS is independently implemented, CAT Squared offers full integration capabilities for

communicating data from, or to, the plant floor or warehouse. A dedicated integration team would also work with the

user and third party to map data, perform a gap analysis and apply any needed customizations.

“CAT Squared’s systems are hardware agnostic, but we typically utilize industrial PCs on the plant floor and mobile

handheld devices to perform WMS functions,” adds Lambert. “These devices interact with on-premises or cloud-based

application and database servers.”

MES: A NATURAL LINK BETWEEN ERP AND WMS

“Normally ERP is the system of record for the master data, purchase orders, production orders and sales orders,” says

Jerry Beaston, Infor product manager WMS. ERP is also controlling the planned dates and times of these transactions.

Planned material receipts, ASNs (advance shipment notice), picking orders for material to production, ASNs for

outgoing products from production and picking orders for sales orders are sent to WMS, which is executing these.

The main objective of a WMS is to provide the necessary tools to control and optimize the storage and movement of

inventory in a way that maximizes efficiency and minimizes cost, adds Lambert. Receiving, put-away, picking, shipping,

cycle counting, reporting and interfacing capabilities are all primary components of a WMS.

While an ERP system can link to a WMS, Lambert says the linking should be the job of a MES if a WMS is already in

place. Most major ERP systems provide interfacing capabilities needed to interface with plant-floor MES; however,

linking production inputs and outputs to WMS systems is typically an MES function, utilizing native or third-party

interfaces to provide necessary data to the ERP.

“There are few industries in which achieving tight

synchronization between production and warehousing matter

more than in food and beverage manufacturing.”  
— Jack Payne, Aptean director of solutions consulting, Food and Beverage

However, most WMSs are really designed for distribution of goods and warehousing operations. “In our experience,

food and beverage companies that try to pair a WMS/WES (warehouse execution system) solution to/with an ERP have

done this specifically for finished goods and customer distribution,” says Aptean’s Payne. Most WMSs are designed for

managing finished goods rather than being designed to manage sending materials to production and then receiving

finished products back. Forcing this type of function typically results in breaking the traceability chain into two halves:

supplier receipts to production and finished goods to customers.

When the MES and WMS are separate systems, both are equally involved in the exchange of data by interfaces between

the systems and/or the ERP, says Lambert. Transfer-of-ownership for the inventory is typically initiated by the system

that currently “owns” the inventory, and the completion of the transfer must be acknowledged by the receiver. A WMS

should have interfacing capabilities for both incoming and outgoing inventory between the warehouse and the plant

floor.

INTEGRATING ERP AND WMS: IDEAS DIFFER

One of the issues with segmenting solutions is that in a lot of modern businesses, the barriers between warehouses

and production facilities are becoming increasingly blurred, says Oracle’s Davidson. Because of this, having an ERP

platform with WMS and production capabilities embedded, or tightly integrated, is of the utmost importance.

However, IFS’ Burton says just synching WMS and ERP functionality is problematic. “Our view is that these should not

be synched since this can create data integrity issues, and it is much easier when part of the same solution.” Key

capabilities for a solution should include:

• Purchase order receipts

• Issue materials

• Inventory location moves

• Cycle counting—perpetual auditing—incorporating shelf-life management

• Label/barcode printing

• Packing—handling units

Oracle NetSuite Pack Station feature simplif ies and increases the efficiency and accuracy of the packing  process. Screenshot courtesy of

Oracle NetSuite

The main objective is to drive efficiency in the warehouse subject to the quality, customer and regulatory constraints,

says Edgett. There are many considerations that that must be made at the receipt of raw materials. Does it need to be

quarantined for a quality check? Does it need a lot number? Does the stock need to be refrigerated? Does the stock

need to be isolated for allergen, regulatory or religious reasons? An integrated WMS and ERP will address these

considerations automatically.

More complex and granular functions can occur on the WMS level, and summaries of that data can be sent through

integration to the ERP, says Lambert. Depending on the data requirements of the ERP, integration can be loosely

coupled (more summarized) or tightly coupled (more granular). The ERP typically handles data such as the master

vendor, customer, and order information, while the WMS handles the granular level of receipts, consumptions and

shipments of the inventory.

Regardless of whether a single system covers the production and warehouse operations, or an MES is integrated with a

WMS, the need is the same: seamless handling of all the production and warehousing operations, and the interactions

between them, says Plex’s Bresler. Plex offers a full, integrated ERP solution including both production and

warehousing, but also supports integration to standalone WMSs with a full suite of APIs, either from the Plex ERP

system or from a standalone Plex MES solution. To provide the greatest user value, the integration between production

and WMS systems must be tight and real time—meaning integrations between MES and WMS systems must be built

with care and detailed participation from implementers of both systems to make sure all business processes are

handled smoothly and with robust error handling.

RECALLS: WHAT SYSTEM DOES WHAT?

Recalls—mock or the real thing—are the ultimate system test. So what roles do ERP, MESs and WMSs play when a recall

is staged?

Depending on the capabilities, either the WMS or ERP could start a recall, says Plex’s Bresler. However, only the ERP

system will have the full genealogy from raw component through WIP to finished goods.

WMS/WES solutions enable the recording of batch movement throughout the recall process, says IFS’s Burton. ERP

solutions provide data, which can all be found in one place, providing businesses with the understanding of what needs

to be recalled and consumers with the ability to see where the product came from.

In addition, the ERP platform might have CRM capabilities that could identify the potential of a recall based on

customer feedback, complaints etc.—and once the need for a recall has been identified, the ERP should be able to

provide a list of customers and products that need to be recalled, says Oracle’s Davidson.

The ERP should be the solution for managing traceability and product recall, as well as for performing mock recalls for

customers and food safety certification, says Aptean’s Payne. The ERP is the solution that has the complete record from

supplier and supplier lots to customer shipments and invoices. For those companies that have elected to use a WMS

solution in the warehouse, it is imperative that the integration and synchronization provide the ERP solution with all

the necessary warehouse transactions to maintain full traceability and recall.

The WMS system should maintain granular traceability from a vendor lot as well as a production lot perspective,

perhaps even down to case serialization, says Lambert. In conjunction with the production systems, the WMS should be

able to maintain traceability from material receipt through inventory, production, and shipping. While ERP systems can

also maintain traceability at a lot level, a WMS or MES system is typically used as the system of record. The ERP system

could be used as well for shipping and customer information.

Finally, for product at the retailers, a call list can be generated from the ERP’s traceability module to contact them, says

Sage’s Edgett. Returned Material Authorizations (RMAs) are created with instructions so when the product is returned,

warehouse personnel will know where to stock and what QC status it should be. On the back end, all credits and

replacement products are processed. FE
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Eaton’s BECODISC BS standard stacked disc cartridg es o�er clari�cation performance for removal from particles to microorg anisms. T he

BECODISC BA special stacked disc cartridg es have reduced calcium and mag nesium content for prevention and removal of  haze while

preserving  color and �avor. Photos courtesy of Eaton

For the �rst time in its history, traditional family owned company Mast-Jägermeister SE extended its line of herbal

liqueurs with a super-premium product called Jägermeister Manifest.

The process of making this product involves the complex extra extraction of more than 56 herbs through a two-

stage aging process using small and large oak barrels to achieve an alcohol content of 38% by volume. The result is a

nuanced composition that sets a new standard of taste.

“Although legally this is de�ned as an herbal liqueur, we have, in fact, created a product that is so unique it deserves

to be in a category of its own,” says Dr. Berndt Finke, head of R&D, products and quality for Mast-Jägermeister. “The

notes produced from the barrel aging blend harmoniously with the herbs to create a genuine super-premium

liqueur for connoisseurs.”

Eaton’s stacked disc cartridges e�ectively helped Mast- Jägermeister SE’s

herbal liqueur to be clear and undamaged

Filtration reduces haze-causing
particles in herbal liqueur

"We use these stacked disc cartridges to cold �lter the
Jägermeister Manifest—that is, we cool the product down to
between 30°F and 32°F so that the haze-causing substances can
be safely removed by the �lters."
— Dr. Berndt Finke, head of R&D, products and quality, Mast-Jägermeister

ACHIEVING SUPER-PREMIUM PURITY LEVELS

This new product presented new challenges for the

Jägermeister liqueur experts. “The fact that Jägermeister

Manifest has so many ingredients meant we were facing

di�erent types of challenges in production that we had

never seen before,” says Finke. “Storage in wooden barrels

introduces phenolic compounds into the liqueur. These

compounds polymerize after a few months of storage and

can sometimes result in a cloudy appearance. This visual

phenomenon does not comply with our approach to

quality, which is to achieve nothing short of perfection.”

Because the spirits maker had been implementing �ltration

solutions from Eaton for many years, both companies

worked together to �nd an optimal solution that would

resolve this issue.

SUSTAINABLE REMOVAL OF HAZE-CAUSING SUBSTANCES

A standard �ltration solution would not be su�cient to

meet the requirements of this complex product, so Eaton

conducted targeted experiments with Jägermeister

Manifest in the manufacturer’s laboratory in Wolfenbüttel,

Germany.

Jäg ermeister Manifest requires complex extra extraction of

more than 56 herbs throug h a two-stag e ag ing  process using

small and larg e oak barrels to achieve an alcohol content of  38%

by volume. Photo courtesy of Getty Images / wiratgasem

The BECO INTEGRA LAB 220, a portable �ltration unit with pump and round �lter, was used to perform extensive

tests on di�erent types of depth �lter sheets on a small scale. The �nal �ltration solution was subsequently scaled

up to the actual production plant, making it easier to �nd suitable depth �lter sheets and cost savings.

Results from the Jägermeister laboratory test indicated that the most e�ective way to remove the haze-causing

substances was to combine the depth �lter sheets from the BECO standard and BECO SELECT A ranges. This involved

using Eaton’s BECODISC stacked disc cartridges from the BS range with a retention rate of 2.5 µm as the pre�lter

and BECODISC BA 20 with a retention rate of 0.8 µm for �ne �ltration.

The depth �lter sheets in the stacked disc cartridges feature a large-volume cavity providing a particularly high

haze-removal capacity. The pore structure not only enables the components requiring separation to be reliably

retained, but also results in an economic service life. During the downstream �ne �ltration process, the liqueur

passes through the stacked disc cartridges, which were specially developed for applications in the spirits industry.

The �lters retain the �nest particles, as well as speci�cally retain long-chain fatty acid esters that cause haze in the

liqueur and can have a negative e�ect on the sensory pro�le and taste. Short-chain fatty acid esters, adding sensory

qualities to the liqueur, can pass through the �lter material almost entirely.

A special feature of these �lter sheets is the low iron, calcium and magnesium ion content that can cause haze and

discoloration in alcoholic products. Moreover, because the material only absorbs a minimum amount of color, the

dark copper tones of Mast-Jägermeister’s premium herbal liqueur remain una�ected. “We use these stacked disc

cartridges to cold �lter the Jägermeister Manifest—that is, we cool the product down to between 30°F and 32°F so

that the haze-causing substances can be safely removed by the �lters,” Finke says.

“Eaton's solution will keep Jägermeister Manifest clear and undamaged,” Finke adds. “The choice of �lters �ts our

needs exactly, as they precisely cover the range of substances responsible for turbidity. The stacked disc cartridges

not only give us the exact result we want, but they also have a long service life and are easy to use.” FE
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Gentle grippers can pick up food items on a belt, but to do it well, there must

be a fast-thinking “brain” behind their moves

Soft-touch robotics system becomes
human-like with new AI software

ROBOTICS SYSTEMS LATELY have developed a soft touch to pick up

delicate foods without damaging them, and there have been a lot of

developments in the grippers themselves to handle these fragile

products. However, these grippers can’t do it alone; they need help

from 3D vision systems and a “brain” to interpret the sighting of

products on a conveyor belt and coordinate the gripper to pick up

and move the delicate food item safely and quickly—without

damage.

One company that’s been instrumental in the development of this

intelligence—based on arti�cial intelligence—is Soft Robotics, which

has been covered in Food Engineering recently. This company has

also caught the interest of investors, including Tyson Ventures,

which sees the need for robotics systems that not only handle

delicate food items safely, but also pick up various shaped products

—such as chicken breasts or drumsticks—coming down a conveyor.

“At Tyson Ventures, we are continually exploring new areas in

automation that can enhance safety and increase the productivity of

our team members,” Rahul Ray, senior director of Tyson Ventures,

says. “Soft Robotics’ best-in-class robotic technology, computer

vision and AI platform have the potential to transform the food

industry and will play a key role in any company’s automation

journey.”

Mark Chiappetta, chief  technical o�cer,

Soft Robotics

SoftAI is a bundled hardware and software solution comprising  an mGrip soft g ripper and controller, one or more 3D Perception

Modules (PMOD) and an Intellig ence Module (IMOD). Photos courtesy of Soft Robotics

vision Indeed, Soft Robotics has garnered $10 million in investments to further the development and launch the

company’s SoftAI powered robotics solutions. SoftAI layers 3D vision and arti�cial intelligence technologies on top of

Soft Robotics’ patented and proven, IP69K-rated, soft grasping to give industrial robots the hand-eye coordination of

human beings. This combination of robotic “hands,” “eyes” and “brains” enables the automation of bulk picking

processes (e.g. bin picking) in the food supply chain.

“Today’s industrial robots are unable to deal with product variability or unstructured environments typically found

across the labor challenged food supply chain in areas such as agriculture, food processing and logistics,” says Mark

Chiappetta, chief technical o�cer at Soft Robotics. “With our soft grasping, 3D perception and AI technologies, Soft

Robotics unlocks robotic automation by augmenting widely available industrial robots with true hand-eye

coordination allowing them to perform tasks that traditionally could only be performed by human workers.”

I spoke with Chiappetta to �nd out where Soft Robotics is headed with this new technology.

FE: What has been driving this development e�ort to come up with an intelligent, soft-touch gripping system—

hardware and software?

Chiappetta: For as long as anyone can remember, the global food industry has been critically dependent on labor to

keep its operations running and to meet an ever-increasing demand for safe, sustainable and nourishing food

products.

At the same time, the food supply chain is being stressed by challenges with worker availability caused by an ageing

population, upscaling of the workforce and most recently, the COVID-19 pandemic.

Other industries rely heavily on robotic automation to meet these challenges. However, today’s industrial robots lack

the dexterity, perception and cognitive skills of human workers and thus, are unable to handle delicate, variable

items in the often-unstructured environments found in food production and processing.

This reality is what has been driving Soft Robotics to develop and bring to market SoftAI—an integrated picking

solution comprising industry-proven soft grasping, 3D perception and arti�cial intelligence software. SoftAI gives

industrial robots the necessary hand-eye coordination to make them a viable alternative to labor.

FE: Soft Robotics started out building a soft-touch

gripper, the mGrip, correct? Are grippers the key

part of your business?

Chiappetta: At the very foundation of a SoftAI

Solution is our patented and industry-proven soft

gripping technology (mGrip). To enable robots with

the hand-eye coordination of a human worker, we

must �rst give them the ability to handle delicate,

variable food products in a sanitary way. This is

exactly what mGrip was designed to do and why it

has proven its value to hundreds of global customers

over the past seven years.

FE: Was the mGrip designed for a speci�c brand or

type of robot, or was it a more general design?

Chiappetta: The design goal for the mGrip system

was to have it be “robot agnostic.” Today you will �nd

it running 24/7 production on almost every brand of

delta and 6-DOF (degrees of freedom) robot arm

available.

Soft Robotics’ food-g rade soft g ripper technolog y (mGrip) allows robots

to safely and e�ciently pick and pack sing ulated and bulk food

products.

FE: When did you begin designing SoftAI? Did you start at the same time you were developing mGrip?

Chiappetta: Our soft gripper technology became commercially available in 2015, and almost immediately, we started

to get customer feedback requesting help with “bulk” picking challenges—such as picking produce from a bin,

chicken parts from a moving conveyor or bakery products from totes.

By 2016, we felt that we had clear enough of a market signal to immediately begin development of the software

component of SoftAI—the 3D perception and AI stack that today layers on top of our mGrip soft gripper technology.

FE: Besides the main driver of our industry needing a soft touch for handling delicate foods, what were some

seemingly insurmountable issues that food manufacturers need to overcome with this technology?

Chiappetta: As I stated earlier, human workers have a keen ability to handle delicate, variable items found in food

processing and production operations. However, this ability extends beyond just having the right “hand” for the job.

In fact, without strong perceptual and cognitive abilit ies, even humans wouldn’t be able to perform even the

simplest applications. This is where SoftAI comes in. With SoftAI, automation system integrators can design and

deploy robotic solutions that meet the needs of food producers.

SoftAI comprises a three-part system that mimics the way a human works to pick up sensitive food products.

FE: What hardware does SoftAI run on? Do you build the controller, or is it an OEM item?

Chiappetta: SoftAI is a bundled hardware and software solution comprising an mGrip soft gripper and controller,

one or more 3D Perception Modules (PMOD) and an Intelligence Module (IMOD).

Perception Modules are the “eyes” of the system and incorporate multi-modal sensing and powerful onboard

computation in a food-grade, stainless steel, IP69K enclosure.

The Intelligence Module is the “brain” of the solution. It is a powerful, connected AI computer in an industrial-grade

enclosure that takes information from multiple Perception Modules and grasps information from an mGrip gripper

controller to execute high-performance picking and placing of food product in unstructured environments.

FE: Do you recommend a speci�c vision system to be used with SoftAI and mGrip?

Chiappetta: SoftAI incorporates Soft Robotics’ proprietary vision hardware and software system—the Perception

Module (PMOD). Each PMOD has a comprehensive understanding of the physics of soft grasping embedded into it. It

uses this understanding to analyze each complex scene, identify an object to be picked and placed, and to establish

the optimal grasping and release solutions to ensure successful task execution.

FE: Do you design and build a robotic cell with a robot, mGrip, vision system and controller to be sold as a single

package or is that the role of a system integrator or business partner?

Chiappetta: Soft Robotics sells mGrip and SoftAI Solutions to automation system integrators and OEM machine

builders to be incorporated into their larger solutions.

“Today’s industrial robots lack the dexterity, perception and
cognitive skills of human workers and thus are unable to handle
delicate, variable items in the often-unstructured environments
found in food production and processing.”
— Mark Chiapetta, chief technical o�cer, Soft Robotics

FE: Are you looking for system integration partners? Food industry partners?

Chiappetta: Yes, we are always looking for high-quality system integration and even food industry partners.

FE: Is SoftAI available now? Will it be backward compatible to any existing systems?

Chiappetta: SoftAI launched September 14, 2021. Although we are focusing on working with integrators to deploy

new process automation lines, we expect that we will see demand to retro�t existing process lines once the industry

sees how SoftAI-powered robotic solutions can help transform plant operations.

FE: What parts of the system are available now?

Chiappetta: All.

FE: What didn’t I ask that you feel is important for our readers?

Chiappetta: I would like to leave you with the following summary:

• The food industry is critically dependent upon labor to meet its production goals

• The growing population is continually ratcheting up the demand for nourishing, safe and sustainable food product,

thereby stressing food producers

• This stress is compounded by a chronic shortage of available workers

• Other industries have adopted robotic automation to address similar challenges

• But, today’s industrial robots lack the hand-eye coordination of human workers necessary to perform most bulk

food processing tasks

• SoftAI from Soft Robotics changes everything by giving traditional robots the ability to handle delicate, variable in

unstructured environments thereby unlocking automation for an industry that critically needs broad-scale adoption

FE
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